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the PALETTE
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Leyonore

After many years of experience in entrepreneurship, 
we have realized our dream! We created Leyonore!

As a complement to the Leyonore collection, we also 
have the Palette collection.

Palette is fragrance-free candles in lots of wonderful 
colors and many different candle forms.

What color do you feel for today? Palette has the 
colors that match in your home or break off and give 

a daubs of color where you want.

  Thank you lenalarsson.com for the beautiful photos.

Add color to your life!

Annika & AnnaCarin
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Red -symbolizes love and fellowship

Gray -symbolizes peace and harmony

Green -symbolizes balance, growth and rebirth

Yellow -symbolizes energy, hope and liveliness

Black -symbolizes elegance, mystery and power

Brown -symbolizes stability, structure and security

Blue -symbolizes credibility, loyalty and responsibility
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PALETTE
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Creme
Sun Yellow
Light Orange
Orange
Warm red
Cyclamen
Red
Burgundy
Hot Pink
Rose
Light Lilac
Pastel Lilac 
Dark Lilac
Lavender
Water Blue
Sky Blue
Turquoise
Petrol
Dark Blue

Dark Green
Apple Green
Moss Green
Olive Green
Lime
Lemon
Avocado
White
Linen
Khaki 
Toffee
Brown
Chocolate
Black
Beige
Dark Grey
Light Grey
Warm Grey

Choose from lots of colors and sizes of candles.
Your style and your favorite colour in fragrance-free.

PALETTE -  What color do you feel like today?
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Cozy with many lit candles!
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Candles complete the home
A candle plate on the table completes the home decor.

Pillar lights in different shades complement your interior 
and create atmosphere. Our pillar candles have a white 

core with a colored exterior.

Colors affect our emotions and mind. A color can improve 
our mood, calm us down, stimulate us, and create either 

positive or negative emotions.  

Your style and your favorite colour in fragrance-free.
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Green -symbolizes balance, growth and rebirth.
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Do you want many candles lit at the same time? 
Our small through-colorerd tea lights are sold in 20 packs!
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Life is like a rainbow - You need both rain and sun to make its colors appear.
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Do not forget that the candles are an important part of the 
table setting to get the right mood.

Our solid Rustic candles will light up the party! Feel free to 
mix colors on the candles for a happy atmospheric effect!

Time for a party?
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What does color mean to you?

That’s a very big question for me, I would like to answer “everything”. But I think 
that’s about right. I’ve always found joy in the spectrum of the rainbow. 

If I had to choose between a bank account stacked with millions and a house with 
equal amounts of color, I’d go for the colors. Colors spark my imagination and 
creativity. I think more people should dare to have more color in there homes, be 
brave people!

Do you have any ideas on how to decorate with candles?

By now, it probably doesn’t come as a surprise that I like to mix and match, which 
to me means a fair amount of heritage items mixed with flea market bargains. 
Create your own still life. Or make a long and winding row if the surface allows for 
it. Mix the colors of the candles as well as the style of the candlesticks. 

Experiment, be brave , more is more!

I’m a creative mother of two with houses as my hobby. 
Luckily enough I’m married to a carpenter, more often than 

not we have a few projects ongoing. I studied to become an 
art and textile teacher but following my graduation I decided to 

pursue my dream career in interior design instead.

I’m an experienced project manager focusing on furniture in the  
public space. When I’m not busy doing any of the above, I draw post-

ers, quite a lot of them, under my own brand; Deermountain Design. Come 
summer I’ll turn 40, I’m embracing my existential crisis the best I can.

The beautiful environmental photos were taken at Eva Hjortsbergs home in her 
colorful house. Thank you for lending us your home for the photography.

Follow Eva’s colorful life: instagram.com/deermountain

Hey Eva, who are you?
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EVA HJORTSBERG
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Find your own way
to join

the Leyonore community!
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Feel the ambience with beautiful scented 
candles and room scents. 

Find your favorite scents and your favorite 
style. Your Sales Agent will help you. 

You can attend a fragrance party in person 
or online.

Host a Leyonore Fragrance Party

Invite your friends to a nice evening with 
Leyonore inspiration. You can host a party 
in your home, outdoors or online. 

Your Sales Agent will present our collection. 
We thank you by offering great benefits.

Become a Leyonore Sales Agent

Make a profit while having fun.
Recommend our products and help others 
find their favorite Leyonore fragrances. 
Work on your own terms how much you 
want.

Visit our webshop

Pick and choose among lovely scent and 
classic candles. Purchase your favorites!

www.leyonore.com

On our website there is additional informa-
tion, including how to find a Sales Agent in 
your area.

Curious to work with scents and candles 
yourself? Register your interest with your 
Sales Agent or on our website.

Attend a Leyonore Fragrance Party
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Leyonore AB

leyonore.com
info@leyonore.com

Sweden I Norway I Finland


